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Bablock Hythe    ib one of the few poems to use
ainphibrachs continuously e g
Till sunset was rimming
Ihe "West with p^le flushes
Behind the black rushes
The last light was dimming
Modiled Amphibrach Metre
Ihe pure amphibrach line can be used alternat
ing with a, catalectic hne shorn of its last syllable
as m Goldsmith s drinking song m &he Stoops to
Conquer Act I Scene 2 eg
Let school ir asters puzzle their brain
With grammar jad nonsense and learning
Chonambie Metre
There are few poems m pure choriambic metre
Ruskms   quitram      Trust   Thou  thy  Lo^e
[OBHV 753] is one of tne fe^  examples e g
Tri^st thou thy L6\e   ir she be prdud is she not
sweet?
Choriainbic effects are often obtained in
cidentilly especially in Wank \erse when the
first foot of a line is a trochee
Lionel Johnson frequently achieves the same
kind of effect in lyric verses bj  subs itutmg a
choriamb for two iambs as in the poem    By the
Statue of King Charles    [OBE\ 909] eg
Comely and calm he ridea
H&rd by his <5wn Whitehall
Sprung Rhythm
Sprung rhj thm was practised by Gerard
Manle-v Hopkins and his followers
Its distinction lies in the fact that in a foot of
ven,e the first syllable is ahvays stressed and this
stressed syllable may be followed by any number
of unstressed syllables from none to three or even
more as the occasion demands Hopkins has
described sprung rhythm m the Preface to his
Poems
Quantitative Classical Metres
Since the Renaissance poets such as Spenser
Coleridge and Tennyson have from tune to tune
endeavoured to reproduce in English verse
the complicated quantitative metres of Greek
and Latin verse The difficulty if not mipossi
bility of putting the stress on the long vowel in
English has for the most past rendered such
experiments interesting only to the scholar
It should always be remembered that the
technical names such as iamb and trochee al
though borrowed fiom the classics have in
English verse a quite different meaning referring
never to quantity but always to stress
Metrical Forms oi French Origin
It became fashionable during the last years of
the nineteenth century for poets to imitate
certain verse forms which had long been practised
In Prance some of them from the time of the
troubadours
Chaucer and Gower had in the fourteenth
century used, some of these forms later English
poets had occasionally experimented with some
of them and Swinburne Austin Dobson Edmund
Gosse and others did much to adapt and natural
ise them, although their intricate rhyming
patterns are very difficult to construct in a
language so short of rhymes as English The
most popular were the triolet villanelle rondeau,
ballade and sestina
e Anglicised verswns are
Ifteedom as regards metre and length of
hne
 LITERARY  COMPANION
 2	Complicated    and     exacting    rhyme
schemes   which permit of no such poetic
hcenct, as identical rhyme
 3	A refrain line vhich recurs in certain
stereotyped positions \ ithout any alteration
of sound  although there may be significant
alteration of meaning    Only the sestina 13
without a refrain
Triolet
A triolet is a single stanza of eifcht short lines
The firbt hue is repeated as the fourth and the
first and second appear again as seventh and
eighth Only two rhymes are used the scheme
being ABAAABAB
The triolet was re introduced into England by
Bridges in 1873 •Yustm Dobson s A Kiss is
a good example of the form
Rose kissed me today
"VV ill she kiss me tomorrow?
Let it be as it may
Eose kissed me today
But the pleasure grves way
To a savour of sorrow —
Eose kissed me today —
Will she kiss me tomorrow ?
See also Dobson s tnolet    I intended an Ode
[OBi\ 828]
Villanelle
The villanelle has five stanzas each of three
hnes followed by one stanza of four lints It has
a refrain which consists of the first and third hnes
of the first stanza These hnes alternately form
the last lines of the four middle stanzas and re
appear as a concluding couplet to the poem
Only two rhymes are employed throughout
Stan?as one to five rhyme ABA and stanza six
AB4A
Austin Dobson wrote several villanelles includ
ing the well known On a Nankin Plate The
following of Henley s is both a good example and
description of the form
Villanelle by W E Henley
A dainty thing s the Villanelle
Shy musical a jewel in rhyme
It serves its purpose passing well
A double clappered silver bell
That must be made to clink in chime
A dainty thing s the Villanelle
And if you wish to flute a spell
Or ask a meeting neath the lime
It serves its purpose passing well
Tou must not ask of it the swell
Of organs grandiose and subhme—
A dainty thing s the \ illanelle
And filled with sweetness as a shell
Is filled with sound and launched in
time
It serves its purpose passing well
Still fair to see and good to smell
As in the quaintness of its prime
A dainty thing s the \ illanelle
It serves its purpose passing well
Rondeau
A rondeau is a short and compact verse form
It has thirteen, hnes usually of eight syllables
which use only two rhymes and in addition a
refrain usually of four syllables which introduces
a third rhyme This refrain consists of the first
half of the opening hne and is twice repeated thus
giving the rondeau fifteen lines all told The
rondeau is divided into three stanzas with the
following rhvme scheme AABBA AATt + re
frarn C AABBA + refrain C
Austin Dobson wrote many rondeaus to this
exacting plan including the ingenious You bid
me try and In After Days [OBEV 830]

